A new approach which differs from the conventional pattern recognition techniques in partitioning a seal imprint image into a triangular tessellation is proposed. The image plane is segmented into a mesh of triangles according to the Delaunay triangulation paradigm, and the distribution of the triangular area is used as the primary feature for matching unrecognized seal imprints with model images stored in a database. The Delaunay tessellation of a planar point pattern has two desirable properties, namely, arrangement invariance and local re-meshing. Arrangement invariance means that the mesh structure formed is invariant to the rigid motions of Euclidean geometry, including translation and rotation. The recognition process using an arrangement metric, e.g., nearest neighbor analysis, will be unaffected irrespective of differences in the location and orientation of imprints from the same seal. Also, addition or deletion of a point from the original point pattern affects only the local mesh structure without incurring global re-structure. This local re-meshing property enhances the robustness of the recognition algorithm in the presence of noises, a situation commonly found when imprints from the same seal using different inks and setting forces are compared. In this paper, an overview of the general pattern recognition principles is given first, with emphasis on characteristics specific to seal identification. Delaunay triangulation is described next, and the desirable properties relevant to the identification of seal imprints are stated. The proposed approach utilizing the triangular area as the major feature is detailed in the following section. The displaced, rotated, smeared and noise-corrupted imprints from the same model seal were used as test images in the experimental study using a database containing 30 registered seals. The results demonstrate that the proposed identification approach employing the Delaunay tessellation is invariant in displacement and orientation, and robust in a noisy environment.
I. Introduction
In this paper, a new approach which differs from the conventional pattern recognition techniques in partitioning a seal imprint image into a triangular feature area is proposed. A mesh of triangles is constructed throughout the image plane, and the distribution of the triangular area is used as the primary feature for matching the unidentified seal imprint with model images stored in a database. The Delaunay tessellation of the seal image can be applied to the domain of seal recognition, rather than seal verification. Triangular partitioning of the image plane has the advantages of breaking away from the rigid horizontal and vertical segmentation schemes, providing a better fit to the visual content and adapting to the natural strokes of seal characters (Okabe et al., 1995) . Taking the distribution of the triangular area as the similarity measure between unclassified and reference database images makes this recognition scheme invariant to displacement and orientation operations. The matching criterion can be further refined using the standard statistical methods to allow for inexact matching of Delaunay triangles encountered in a noisy or moving environment (Finch et al., 1997) .
Seals, instead of signatures, are widely used for personal identification in Oriental societies. The correct identification of a seal plays a pivotal role in verifying the identity of an entity (Chen, 1996) . A seal, after immersion in an inkpad, is manually set on a fixed region inside a document. The unclassified imprint is visually inspected and compared with registered seal images stored in a database. The seal yet to be identified is rotated with respect to its centroid, and the details of the character strokes are matched with the model images. The maximum match is chosen as the final decision if the similarity between them is satisfactory in the operator's subjective judgment. A matching seal pair shall be exactly the same in the scale, distribution and spatial arrangement of each stroke of the seal character. However, a seal imprint may be slanted toward a certain orientation, displaced within the fixed region, smeared due to improper setting forces, or contaminated by ink blobs. Human discretion is required to discriminate a correct, though distorted, seal from a counterfeit. Therefore, any automatic identification algorithm must be invariant to position or orientation differences and robust in a noisy environment, a situation commonly found with smearing and ink-blob contaminated seals.
Seal identification is a one-to-many mapping (a multiple hypothesis testing formulation). An unidentified seal is compared with every model seal image stored in a database following some matching criteria. As for the practical application of seal identification, two possible scenarios are described in the following. The deed of a piece of land is co-owned by a group of persons, each with a different registered seal. Any modification to the ownership of that land will indispensably require the submission of all the owners' seals. An automatic procedure will require a registered seal to be identified first from the group of legitimate registered seals for each test seal submitted by an owner (a one-to-many mapping). The above identification process has to be repeated for every owner's seal. Another example is a person who opens different types of transaction accounts, e.g., a checking account, savings account, savings deposit account, time-savings account, loan account, etc., in the same financial institution across different time spans. Each registration is done with a different seal, and the seals are easily confused. In the absence of knowing exactly the association between the seals and accounts, the only solution is to bring all the physical seals to the site to compare them with all the registered seals in all the accounts (many-to-many testing) or a registered seal belonging to a specific account (many-to-one testing). Before a match of a specific seal with a registered seal can be verified, an identification process needs to be performed to associate the input seal from a collection of possible physical seals with a registered seal. This situation is not uncommon with the ever-expanding number of monetary management tools provided by competing financial institutions.
Seal identification can be regarded as an application of the general pattern recognition schemes. In feature-based techniques (Brunelli and Poggio, 1993; Chellappa et al., 1995) , a set of geometrical feature vectors is extracted from an image. The features selected must be invariant to possible distortions encountered in the application environment in order to obtain consistent matching results. Various statistical measures are then derived to describe the corresponding features and their relationship to the image topology. This approach is limited by the ability to select appropriate features that capture sufficient information for the given task. The template-based methods apply a suitable set of metrics with templates to represent the whole pattern (Chellappa et al., 1995; Lades et al., 1993) . However, this approach is highly sensitive to scale and orientation variations. This scale and orientation sensitivity can be attributed to the underlying template-matching techniques, which are inherently size-and orientation-specific. Deformable template matching is a powerful technique for locating and describing an object of interest in an image when the structure of the object is previously known but the size, position, and orientation are not fixed. However, each stored image template is always formed by picking a rectangular grid of points, instead of triangular meshes as discussed in this paper, which serve as graph nodes. The level of achievable deformability is restricted by this rectangular lattice structure. Moreover, the actual seal imprints obtained can be subjected to distinct setting pressures, different displacements inside a prespecified region or orientation variation. Therefore, an effective approach to automatic identification of a seal image must be invariant to arrangement variation in terms of displacement and rotation while at the same time robust in the presence of noises, due, for example, to smearing caused by lateral movement in setting the seal or to use of too much ink.
Many problems in image analysis can be formulated as scene labeling with contextual information. Objects of interest may be effectively represented by a number of labeled points (Ogawa, 1986; Yu and Berthod, 1995) . The labeled point patterns can then be compared to detect those objects which potentially match one of the registered prototypes. Triangular segmentation of the spatial point pattern in a planar image has been proposed by Fisher (1995) . The advantages of such segmentation are breaking away from rigid right angle horizontal and vertical partitioning, better fit to visual content and adaptation to the natural strokes of the seal imprint image. While there is more than one way to associate a spatial point pattern with non-overlapping triangles, a Delaunay tessellation is a unique construction in which no vertex from any triangle may lie within the circumcircle of any other triangle (Okabe et al., 1995) . The motivation for segmenting a seal image into triangular meshes comes from the fact that a Delaunay graph structure is invariant to translation and rotation transformations, and requires only local mesh restructuring in the presence of noise. These properties of the Delaunay tessellation match seamlessly the requirements of the seal identification application mentioned previously. Figure 1 illustrates the Delaunay tessellation graph of shifted, rotated, and noise-added versions of the same point pattern. The Delaunay structures of the original, shifted which employ rectangular segmentation. Given a set of points in two dimensions, there exist many ways of joining them together to form a set of non-overlapping triangles. A Delaunay triangulation is a unique construction in which no vertex from any triangle may lie within the circumcircle of any other triangle. The geometric duality of the Delaunay triangulation is known as the Dirichlet tessellation (Okabe et al., 1995) . The Dirichlet tessellation and Delaunay triangulation are two interdisciplinary concepts which have been applied to computational geometry, operations research, statistics, regional planning, image compression, etc. (Fisher, 1995; Mavriplis, 1990; Holmes and Lamson, 1986) . Much of this proliferation of applications in different fields can be attributed to the extension and generalization of the basic concept. However, no study has applied the general Dirichlet or Delaunay tessellation framework to solve specific pattern recognition problems. Its structural invariance to affine transformation and its local re-meshing capability for noise perturbation make the Delaunay tessellation an ideal tool for applications involving feature matching in a noisy environment.
The formation of a Delaunay triangulation can be better explained by introducing the definition of the Dirichlet tessellation first. Suppose the positions of n distinct data points are given; each point may be associated with an area of the plane to which it is nearer than it is to any other data point. The result is a partitioning of the space into a set of regions, called territories. The territories obtained form a pattern of packed convex polygons covering the whole plane. This construct is known as the Dirichlet tessellation of the points. The connected lines in Fig. 2 represent the Dirichlet tessellation formed from a point pattern and rotated versions are exactly identical while the addition of a single noisy point affects only the immediate neighboring lattice structure. New points may be added and triangulated locally without the need to re-mesh the domain as a whole (Borouchaki and George, 1996) . The same holds true for the case of deleting an existing point. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The seal identification algorithm based on the Delaunay tessellation is described in Section II. The proposed method has been implemented and tested on a database containing 30 model seal imprint images as described in Section III. Different versions of an arbitrarily chosen model image, modified through various spatial transformations, namely rotation, displacement, blurring and noise-addition, have been used as test inputs to demonstrate the feasibility of our identification algorithm. The results show promising performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn, and future works are discussed.
II. Seal Identification Algorithm
The focus of this paper is developing a seal identification algorithm based on the Delaunay tessellation. The motivation for generating triangular meshes in a two-dimensional image plane lies in its superior ability to segment a seal imprint image into natural edges following the character strokes compared to algorithms also allows for inexact matching of Delaunay graphs, which may be caused by noise or motion blur (Yu and Berthod, 1995) . The graph of the Delaunay triangulation can be defined by the triple G= (V,E,F) , where V is the set of vertices, E⊂V×V the set of edges and F⊂V×V×V the set of triangular faces. The triangular face can also be represented by a Cartesian triple of the node labels, i.e., F⊂V×V×V such that (i,j,k)∈F⇔((i,j)∈E)∧ ((j,k)∈E)∧((k,i)∈E). The Delaunay triangulation of a vertex set V can be defined as the unique triangulation having "empty circles," i.e., no vertex lying inside the circumscribing circle of any Delaunay triangle, as follows:
where C(p i ,p j ,p k ) is the circle circumscribed by the three points p i , p j , p k forming the Delaunay triangle.
Bowyer's algorithm, which employs the above circumcircle property, is used to construct the Delaunay triangulation in a sequential manner (Bowyer, 1981) . It has been shown that Bowyer's approach belongs to the class of algorithms exhibiting linear computational complexity according to the number of mesh points. Our method is based on a split-and-merge procedure initialized on a regular grid of vertices as shown in Fig.  3(a) . A triangle is said to be homogeneous if the variance computed based on its constituent pixel values is less than a preset threshold. That is,
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, M and V are the mean and variance of the triangle f i , respectively. S x,y is the gray level of the constituent pixel (x,y) within the triangle f i of the seal image S. T is a preset threshold, and N i the total number of the constituent pixels in the triangle f i . This segmentation criterion partitions the planar image into triangular regions having similar intensity. The splitting process progressively partitions the plane into finer triangular regions and converges when all the triangles are homogeneous. Each non-homogeneous triangle is further split through the insertion of a point at its barycenter. Three smaller triangles can be formed by connecting the original vertices with the newly inserted barycenter. The splitting of a larger triangle into three smaller adjacent ones corresponds in two-dimensional Euclidean space. Each segment of the territorial boundary is part of the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the point pair between whose territories the boundary lies. If all the point pairs which have boundary segments in common are joined by straight lines, the result is a triangulation of the convex hull of the data points. This partitioning of the spatial point pattern is known as the Delaunay triangulation, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 .
Construction of the Dirichlet tessellation can be carried out by means of a growth process. Assume that all the points simultaneously start to grow outward uniformly and stop growing at points of contact between any two circles. These contact points then expand into straight line segments along which growth frontiers meet and freeze. An edge continues to elongate until the border of a third expanding circle is encountered. The Dirichlet diagram and the incomplete polygons in the convex hull define the Dirichlet tessellation of the entire plane. An algorithm for constructing the Delaunay triangulation which possesses linear computational complexity according to the number of mesh points has been introduced (Ogawa, 1986) .
In the proposed automatic seal identification scheme, a seal image is segmented by means of the Delaunay tessellation using a uniform grid structure and a split-and-merge procedure first. Each triangular face is examined for homogeneity by comparing the variance of the triangular face with a threshold. A nonhomogeneous triangle is split into three smaller triangular faces to test their homogeneity iteratively. The final merge step examines neighboring triangles and groups similar triangles into larger ones. Each Delaunay triangle formed is characterized by a homogeneous gray level with possibly varying region size. Regions of abrupt changes are split into many small triangular fragments while smooth areas are enclosed by a large triangle. A triangular mesh structure can be used more effectively to partition a space by following the boundaries of objects in the scene than algorithms which employ rectangular segmentation. The distribution of the segmented triangular areas is tabulated and recorded in a database as the primary matching feature used to recognize the scanned seal imprint. The distribution of the unclassified image is compared in turn, by computing the squared differences, with database images, and the corresponding matching metrics are returned. The unknown seal imprint is then classified as the one with the lowest squared difference value. This matching operation is invariant to displacement and orientation transformations since the distribution of the triangular area, not the spatial coordinates, is used in squared difference computation. This strategy metric between the unclassified image and the model images in the database. The distribution of the converged triangular area for a chosen model image is shown in Fig. 3(d) . The distribution of these triangular areas is used as the signature associated with a specific seal imprint image.
Since only the distribution of the triangular area, rather than the orientation of the triangular meshes, is considered, the recognition result is not affected by the displacement or rotation of the tested image. Some small perturbations in gray-level changes caused by different amounts of pressure and ink smearing require only local, rather than global, mesh re-structuring. Therefore, this approach is robust to sporadic noise contamination and blurring.
III. Experimental Results
The database used throughout this research consisted of 30 seal imprint images. These seal imprints, located in a specified region of a document, were collected via an optical scanner. The stored gray-scale images had a resolution of 256×256 pixels and a depth of 8 bits. These model images were triangulated first according to the Delaunay tessellation paradigm using the split-and-merge procedure introduced in the previous section. The corresponding converged triangular area distributions were recorded and used for squared difference computation in the later recognition stage. Figure 4 shows all 30 database seal images and the corresponding triangular area distributions. The horizontal axis on the two-dimensional area distribution chart represents the registered Delaunay triangular area size while the corresponding instance count is shown along the vertical axis. The recognition process was performed by computing the squared difference between the distributions of the unclassified image and each of the seal images in the database. The unclassified image was declared to be the model image with the lowest squared difference value.
Without loss of generality, a model seal imprint from our database was chosen arbitrarily as the reference image for the purpose of comparison, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In order to demonstrate the power of our method, the reference image was first transformed by means of translation, 90 degrees clockwise rotation, smearing caused by moving the seal for an amount of 5 pixels towards the lower-right corner during imprinting, and adding a single ink blob in the central seal area, respectively, before proceeding to the split-andmerge triangulation stage. The images obtained after the above transformation were then partitioned through triangulation. The Delaunay triangulations for these unclassified test images are shown in Fig. 5(a)-(d) and to a region full of delicate features (Fig. 3(b) ). The merge process is performed to examine the condition where all the triangles sharing a vertex are similar with respect to their gray level means and variance by comparing them to a set of preset thresholds. These vertices are extracted and the relevant triangles merged. The new triangular tessellation formed after the merge step can be obtained by constructing the Delaunay triangles globally using the remaining spatial points, or can be carried out locally in the neighborhood of the deleted vertices since only the local structure will be affected. These two approaches will produce the same triangulation pattern since the Delaunay tessellation is a unique construction for a spatial point pattern. The merge step groups adjacent triangles sharing common image characteristics together to reduce the complexity of the triangular mesh, as shown in Fig.  3(c) . The converged area of each triangle is computed, and the number of Delaunay triangles having the same area size a f i in the seal image S, denoted as C a f i S , is then tabulated. The quantity C a f i S is the primary feature extracted from the seal imprint S. From the results of an experimental study, we will show that C a f i S is unaffected by translation or rotation operation and remains consistent in smearing or ink-blob cases. An authentic seal is registered by calculating the corresponding C a f i S and recording it in a database. This measure C a f i S is used later in calculating the matching Fig. 3 , the displaced and rotated versions of the reference images yield perfectly matching results. This is attributed to the area-preserving property of the Delaunay tessellation even in the presence of translation or orientation variation. The distributions for the smearing and ink blob contaminated cases deviate from that of the model image slightly, rather than drastically, due to the local re-meshing property of the Delaunay triangulation. Only triangular meshes in the immediate neighborhood of the changed point pattern are affected. The majority of the global mesh structure remains intact. Let the ensemble (S, a f i , C a f i S ) represent the triangular area distribution for all the database seal images, where S represents a specific seal from among the 30 model images contained in the database, a f i the registered Delaunay triangular area size, and C a f i S the corresponding instance count for an area of size a f i in the seal image S. For a fixed S value, the cross section in the three-dimensional representation corresponds to the distribution of the Delaunay triangular area for the seal. The squared difference calculation between the unclassified image U and each of the registered model images S in the database can be performed as follows:
The squared difference E calculated from the distribution of the rectangular area has a minimum value of zero, which occurs if and only if two seal images match exactly. Using this squared difference test, the correct correspondence between the test image and the model image was reached in both cases. The processing time required by the seal identification algorithm spanned three steps: triangularization of the model seal images contained in the database (once for each model image), triangularization of the test image (once for each model image) and the matching procedure. Each acquired seal image was composed of 256 by 256 pixels. The number of the triangles obtained was in the neighborhood of 400. (This number is a function of the thresholds employed in the splitand-merge procedure, i.e., the criteria for homogeneity.) It took about 5 seconds to triangulate each test seal image and almost no time to perform the matching procedure for the database of 30 seals on our Pentiumbased personal computer.
IV. Conclusions
A new seal identification algorithm based on the Delaunay triangulation has been discussed. The arrangement invariance and local re-meshing properties of the Delaunay tessellation are utilized to meet the processing requirements of the seal identification application encountered in a real environment. The distribution of the Delaunay triangular area is employed in our scheme as the primary feature for recognition of each registered seal imprint. Introduction of a triangular lattice structure allows the seal features to closely match the size of the Delaunay area. The distribution of the size of the triangular area is employed as a similarity measure in the squared difference test to compare the unclassified seal imprint with the model seal images registered in the database. The performance of this method has been investigated using a database containing 30 seal imprint images, and promising results have been obtained. Even though the triangulation method presented in this paper primarily targets the problem of seal identification, this technique is general enough to be applied to other real world recognition tasks involving segmentation of spatial point patterns.
